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You're not a programmer. You have zero coding experience. You probably don't consider yourself a math person. So let's see how you learn Python, even if you've never had any exposure to a programming language. You embark on a great tripFirst of all, congratulations! You made a good choice! Python is the perfect programming
language for people without any coding experience. It has a simple syntax, making it very accessible to beginners. Scripts written in Python are human-friendly: reading your Python code the way you would read English commands. Moreover, Python is a very versatile programming language that can be used for just about anything. Do
you want to automate routine tasks? Are you interested in data analysis and visualization? Want to become a web developer or mobile app developer? Python is great for each of these tasks. So, the decision to learn a programming language like Python is a huge step toward a more successful career. How do you start to learn pythonSo,
you have decided to learn Python, and that is great! But probably learning Python isn't your only task. Chances are you also have a full-time job, you're a student, or you need to take care of your family. Or all of the above. You probably won't have time to read thick textbooks and take detailed notes. You must definitely find the easiest way
to learn Python. Here are some ways to spend less time studying and still get great results: How to Polish Your Python Basics your own practice projects! After you're more confident in python's basics, start your own projects. This gives you extra motivation because you select a topic you're excited about. Working on a project gives you
the opportunity to apply your knowledge to real tasks. And it's inspiring when you do something useful with code. Finally, you'll probably face challenges when you work on your project. This can mean dozens of attempts before code starts working and quite a few questions asked on Stack Overflow. But it also means you learn a lot of new
things. Where pythons learnThen days, the number of study resources available online is overwhelming. Platforms such as Coursera, edX, Udemy and Udacity offer tons of Python courses. However, these often lack interactivity and may be too challenging for students without an IT background. On the other hand, websites like
HackerRank, TopCoder, and Coderbyte allow you to practice your skills. Unfortunately, they usually lack explanations, making them less suitable for beginners. (It might be a good idea to visit these platforms after you've built some programming.) Vertabelo Academy offers very exciting courses in Python, R and SQL. Here are their big
advantages: These courses are accessible to especially those without an IT background. There are hundreds of interactive exercises, so you get a lot of practice. Each exercise comes with a detailed detailed and help if you need it. Discuss your exercises with the learning community and the experts of Vertabelo. The learning experience
is carefully curated, with structured courses designed specifically to build your coding trust. Source: Python Basics. Part 1 - Exercise 3If you're at the beginning of your Python journey, start with:If you're interested in data analysis and data science, we also recommend the introduction to Python in Data Science. Check out the other fully
interactive courses available at Vertabelo Academy. Or read about How to Use Python Dictionaries: Learn The Vertabelo GuideHappy! Join Hacker Noon Create your free account to unlock your custom reading experience. Awarding excellence in corporate culture. Regular rate through January 15Apply NowInc.'s Rising StarsWhat are 20
hard life lessons that everyone should learn in their 20s? originally published on Quora - the knowledge sharing network where compelling questions are answered by people with unique insights. Answer from Max Lukominskyi, life and productivity hacker, on Quora: Life has already begun. There's no interlude. Also, there is no trial. Your
every decision is important. Your online friends are fake friends. Unfortunately, it's true. Most of them don't care about you and won't come into your hour of need. When you fall in love, be ready to break your heart. It's hard and it hurts. Your college career doesn't end after prom. Knowledge is crucial. If you're not willing to be left behind,
keep studying. Your family members are the most important people in your life. They're the only ones who care about you. Treat them well and appreciate them. Your weaknesses don't matter. Learn to accept this. All that matters is your strengths. Improve them. Everything it's worth takes years. Don't expect to reach your goals too soon.
It's probably going to take a lot longer than you think. All growth opportunities are outside your comfort zone. Make it a habit to make a habit of it. Find your discomfort zone. Enter it. Broken relationships aren't worth staying in. Don't waste your time on things that don't solve you anymore. Let them go and move forward. The world is full of
injustice. There are plenty of unjust things you're likely to face within your life. Be ready! Happiness comes for those who work hard. Good things don't come to those who wait. Perseverance and hard work are the only conditions for happiness. There's no perfect time to start. If you want to do something, act now. Don't wait for a better
time. It's never going to come. You don't be everywhere and have everything. Learn to make the right choices and commit to the things that matter most. Everyone in your life should be appreciated. Don't take people for granted. Experience and emotions are your best investments. The fine cars - beautiful cars and houses - are no longer
relevant. Emotions, memories, experience, knowledge. These are the things that matter. Do. often never means. Don't put anything off. Live now! Success equals perseverance. Don't give up. Stay committed to your dreams. Chasing them is hard, but it's worth the fight. Regular workouts are crucial. Take care of your health and body.
Practice regularly and make sure you're in good shape. Your failures don't matter. Only wins count. Therefore, do not be afraid to fail. No one will help you. You have to help yourself. Visit Perfect Impulse, where I share carefully selected thoughts on self-improvement, productivity and lifeThis question originally appeared on Quora – the
knowledge sharing network where compelling questions are answered by people with unique insights. Follow your Quora on Twitter, Facebook and Google+. More questions:Inc. helps entrepreneurs change the world. Get the advice you need today to start, grow and run your business. Sign up here for unlimited access. Somewhere in
between programming and job-ready competent, you would be the desert of despair. Viking Code School explains why this battle takes place and what you do to survive it. In the beginning, you'll find tons of resources that you use to teach yourself how to code. But beyond the beginner phase, writes Erik Trautman, there are fewer of
those resources. Instead of the many tutorials and courses, you should rely on textbooks, documents and the like. The second factor is the amount of knowledge needed for you to progress until you get a career as a software developer balloons–and you might end up down a series of rabbit holes just to find out what you don't know. If you
want to learn to code, taking your first steps in this vast universe may seem like a Read MoreAlough difficult, though, there are three things you do to get past this stage: working with others, setting clear goals for what you want to achieve, and focusing only on those resources that will lead you to that goal. Check out the blog post below
for more information on this winding path. Why learning code is so damn hard | Viking Code School BlogG/O Media can commissionBlitzWolf 10 LED Ring Kit Dive into programming with an introduction to this commonly used general language. Whether you're all new to Python or dabbled in it and ready to do more, the Complete Python
Programming Bundle can help you hone your Python skills. Master the language tech giants like Google, Pinterest, and Instagram use from TechRepublic Academy.About this bundle, you'll learn how to build a complete program from scratch, use Django to record an authentication system, build a clone of the Flappy Bird game, use
Python to analyze data, create live charts, and much more. By the end of the course you will have a firm grip on Python and you can many of them in your personal career growth. Master Python with the Complete Python Programming Bundle, available from TechRepublic Academy.TechRepublic Academy.TechRepublic is a training and
certification area on ZDNet and TechRepublic, offered in collaboration with StackCommerce. TechRepublic can get a portion of the revenue from the sale of these products and services offered by our partners. Partners.
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